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With the rapid growth of the aviation industry, the issue of carbon emissions has
become a substantial challenge for governments and airlines. This paper proposes a
hybrid carbon emission reductionmechanism, includingmajor airlines in the emission
trading systems and implementing carbon tax for small and medium-sized airlines.
First, a tripartite evolutionary gamemodel is constructed to study strategic behaviors.
Second, four scenarios of evolutionarily stable strategies (ESSs) are analyzed. Finally,
the influencing parameters of players’ strategy choices are analyzed through
simulations. The results show that: 1) the steady development scenarios (1, 1, 1)
can be reached under the appropriate conditions; 2) the parameters such as carbon
allowances and carbon tax prices significantly influence the evolutionary trend of
stakeholders’ dynamic choices; 3) the implementation of a hybrid mechanism by the
government could facilitate the choice of low carbon operation strategies for both
types of airlines. Accordingly, a series of policy recommendations are proposed to
promote carbon emission reduction in civil aviation. This study combines evolutionary
game and scenario analysis methods in an attempt to provide a new perspective on
carbon emission reduction governance, thereby promoting the effective
development of carbon emission reduction in civil aviation in the future.
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1 Introduction

Threemain contributions are made in this study. First, in terms of governance of reducing civil
aviation’s carbon emissions, it offers a new perspective. In contrast to previous studies focusing on
carbon tax or carbon trading, this paper proposes a hybrid mechanism including both a carbon tax
and carbon trading system. The evolution of strategic behavior of the government, major airlines,
and small and medium-sized airlines is discussed in relation to carbon emission reductions in civil
aviation. Second, in contrast to a traditional evolutionary game, this paper also incorporates the
scenario analysis method to classify the evolution of carbon emission reduction in civil aviation into
four different scenarios. It studies the dynamic strategic choices of the three participants in different
scenarios and the ESSs of the system. Third, this paper also attempts to analyze the key parameters
influence game players’ strategy choices. and proposes effective measures and recommendations
that can guide the development of a hybrid mechanism for carbon emission reduction.

Carbon emission reduction is a global concern (Davis et al., 2018). The transportation sector
accounts for approximately 15% of total GHG emissions across all sectors (Hu et al., 2022). As an
essential component of the transportation sector, air transport delivers easy access and generates
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considerable financial benefits but also generates significant carbon
emissions (Zhang J.J et al., 2019). Carbon emissions from the aviation
industry have been shown to have an increasingly negative impact on
climate change in numerous studies, and one of the largest sources of
emissions is the combustion of aviation fuel (Dessens et al., 2014).
Currently, the world’s airlines burn more than 5 million drums of jet
fuel per day, accounting for an estimated 3% of global carbon emissions
(Liu et al., 2020). Boeing forecasts that global aviation carbon emissions
are expected to increase to 1.23–1.49 billion tons by 2025 (Liu et al., 2022).
After a long period of exploration and breakthroughs, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to reduce aircraft emissions through many
technologies (Torenbeek, 2013). In June 2022, the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) called on governments to urgently
develop large-scale reduction measures to rapidly expand the use of
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) so that the aviation industry can satisfy its
pledge to achieve “zero” carbon emissions by 2050 (IATA, 2022).
Therefore, in order to address these environmental threats, aviation
carbon emission reduction must be undertaken rapidly.

To address the challenge of carbon emission reduction in civil
aviation, market-based tools are the preferred available tools.
Current incentive tools for reducing emissions, the Coase
theorem (carbon trading) and Pigouvian taxation (carbon tax),
are regarded as the most effective market tools for reducing
carbon emissions (Stavins, 2008).

Many studies have used carbon taxmechanisms to address carbon
emissions from civil aviation, and many European Union (EU)
member states have already taken action to impose a carbon tax
(Hu X et al., 2020). Fukui and Miyoshi demonstrate that an aviation
carbon tax will reduce long-term fuel consumption and carbon
emissions based on data from the United States airline industry
(Fukui and Miyoshi, 2017). However, tax policy is devised by
national legislatures, and legislation is a symbol of national
sovereignty, so a uniform carbon tax on an international scale is
not feasible (Mandell, 2008; Goulder and Schein, 2013; Snyder, 2015).
Therefore, it is difficult for the carbon tax to regulate the international
market (Zhang et al., 2017), i.e., the carbon emissions of international
airlines cannot be effectively limited. Carbon emission trading systems
are widely used around the world. During the 2008 presidential
campaign, the United States developed a Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative. Among Asian countries, Japan imposed a carbon tax in
Saitama in 2012 and introduced an emission trading system in Tokyo
in 2010 (Dong et al., 2010), and South Korea enacted a carbon trading
system in January 2015. An important carbon trading market in the
world has been expanded to include international airline operations,
namely, the European Union Emission Trading Scheme (EUETS), as
stated in Decree 2008/101/EC issued in November 2008. ETSs play an
important role in aviation carbon reduction. However, there concerns
remain in the implementation of carbon trading. For example, an
emission trading system is costly to implement relative to a carbon tax
(Stavins, 2022), and incorporating all Major airlines and small-sized
and medium airlines into a carbon trading system will undoubtedly
dramatically increase costs.

Therefore, a more viable mechanism is needed to mitigate
aviation carbon emissions. By examining the impact of the
aviation carbon tax on the United States travel carbon emissions,
Hofer et al. suggest that carbon tax can be used as a complementary
tool in conjunction with carbon trading (Hofer et al., 2010).
Therefore, a new hybrid mechanism combining carbon trading

and the carbon tax is established to explore a more suitable
approach for overall civil aviation.

However, when it comes to carbon emission reduction in civil
aviation, there is a conflict between the government and airlines,
i.e., maximizing airline profits and implementing carbon reduction
strategies cannot be achieved simultaneously. Therefore, an
approach that successfully balances airline development and
environmental protection is essential to resolving this conflict. In
the face of a challenging civil aviation transport market and stringent
conservation measures, airlines and governments need to discover a
way to balance green and sustainable development. (Lu, 2009). The
major airlines were included in the carbon trading, while small and
medium-sized airlines were subject to the carbon tax (Xu et al.,
2016). The government gives the major airlines initial free carbon
allowance, giving them more economic benefits, while they can
exchange carbon allowances in the carbon trading system. Small and
medium-sized airlines must pay the government-mandated carbon
tax, and since the excess is taxed at a substantially higher rate than
their profits, implementing progressive taxation can effectively solve
this problem (Oishi et al., 2012). In addition to government factors,
public opinion in a competitive environment can also influence
airlines’ emissions reduction behavior. Several studies have found
that companies’ low-carbon decisions are driven by public opinion
(Liu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013). Based on the above discussion,
the behavior exhibited by the government, major airlines, and small-
sized and medium airlines represents an evolutionary game. Game
theory can provide some interesting clues from the perspective of the
interaction of players involved in civil aviation carbon emissions
reduction. For example, Dixit et al. constructed a Bertrand duopoly
gamemodel between two airlines to explore the impact of the carbon
tax on airlines’ green investment decisions (Dixit et al., 2022).
However, the existing studies do not consider the emission
reduction behavior of the government and airlines under the
hybrid mechanism.

To fill the deficiencies in the literature highlighted above, we
established a tripartite evolutionary game model consisting of the
government, major airlines, and small and medium-sized airlines to
study the problem of carbon emission abatement in civil aviation.
The following reasons make this approach an attractive choice for
our research question: first, it is obvious that the regulation of carbon
emission reduction in civil aviation is a dynamic process, and the
government and airlines will choose the appropriate strategy
according to the changes in revenue and expenses. Unlike
traditional game theory, evolutionary games reach equilibrium
dynamically (Shao and Yuan, 2022). Second, the government and
airlines are limited rational. Evolutionary game theory is more
realistic in terms of limited rationality (Zhang S et al., 2019).
Third, evolutionary games are widely used in policy decision
analysis and perform well (Wang et al., 2021). Recently, research
on environmental issues and policy decisions has been conducted
using evolutionary games. Consequently, the evolutionary game can
be used to systematically address the dilemma of carbon emission
reduction in civil aviation.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. An overview
of the relevant literature for this study is presented in Section 2. An
evolutionary game model is constructed in Section 3. The strategic
stability and stability points of the evolutionary game model are
analyzed in Section 4. The evolutionary process and the key
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parameters affecting the model are introduced by numerical
simulations in Section 5. Section 6 provides a discussion. Finally,
Section 7 presents conclusions and policy insights.

2 Literature review

2.1 Carbon emission reduction mechanism

Civil aviation carbon reduction is a thorny issue for the
government, major airlines, and small and medium-sized airlines.
Most studies on environmental regulations involve carbon tax or
carbon trading mechanisms. the carbon tax is a price tool that is
equivalent to setting a price for each unit of carbon emissions,
according to which enterprises adjust their carbon emission
behavior. Emission trading is a quantitative tool that first defines
a total carbon allowance and then issues allowances to companies
based on their historical emissions or other methods, and their
allowances can be traded in the market. Each approach has
advantages and disadvantages (Stavins, 2022).

Zhang et al. comparatively analyze carbon tax and carbon
trading from the perspectives of system cost, political feasibility,
emission reduction effect, social efficiency (Zhang et al., 2017), and
international cooperation and find that carbon tax and carbon
trading have advantages and disadvantages and that the
implementation of a hybrid system consisting of both should
achieve complementary advantages. Vollebergh et al. note that a
hybrid carbon tax and carbon trading mechanism can overcome
political resistance without affecting firms’ incentives to reduce
emissions (Vollebergh et al., 1997). Zhao et al. find that carbon
taxes and carbon trading form a policy mix that is comprehensive in
terms of price flexibility and coverage (Zhao L et al., 2020). In
addition, the cost of monitoring and enforcement will be
substantially reduced due to the reduction in the number of
participating companies. Lehmann et al. also highlight that
having multiple factors under one emission reduction policy, for
instance, the cost of abatement to firms and the consistency of policy
implementation, may lead to increased transaction costs and that an
appropriate hybrid of the two policies may yield a better result
(Lehmann, 2012).

Academics have proposed several hybrid mechanisms. Pizer
proposes a carbon trading with a carbon tax concept: when the price
of carbon trading exceeds a pre-set level, manufacturers can
purchase carbon allowances from the government at a constant
level without restriction, thus ensuring that economic activities can
still operate under the emission reduction policy (Pizer, 2002).
Snyder proposes another hybrid system to control the cost of
emissions, where carbon-emitting companies pay a fixed price for
the carbon tax and the government make use of the carbon tax
revenue to purchase allowances in the carbon market for enterprises
to reduce emissions (Snyder, 2015). This hybrid mechanism is more
conducive to incentivizing enterprises to adopt abatement strategies,
and the government maintain firm control over the reduction
targets. Mandell, (2008) extends Weitzman’s (Weitzman, 1974)
study by examining a system in which one sector implements
carbon trading while another sector implements a carbon tax.
The division of sectors is the result of a tradeoff between
abatement efficiency and quantity, suggesting that such hybrid

mechanisms are often better than the isolated implementation of
one mechanism. Chiu et al. (2015) designed a hybrid mechanism for
estimating energy prices, and the results indicate that this
mechanism is applicable to the gasoline market in Taiwan.
Zhang et al., in a study of greenhouse gas emissions, show that
hybrid mechanisms can help achieve peak carbon by 2030 and at a
lower cost than a pure emission trading system (Zhang et al., 2022a).
The advantages of hybrid mechanisms are increasingly being noted
in studies. Cao et al. (2019), for instance, evaluate a hybrid
mechanism and report that it achieved set targets while losing
less carbon trading prices and GDP than the implementation of
an emission trading system alone. Unlike Cao et al., Bi et al. contend
that the effectiveness of the hybrid mechanism is not a
straightforward mixture of a carbon tax and carbon trading but
shows an alternative pathway to green development (Bi et al., 2019).
All of the above studies on hybrid mechanisms have demonstrated
their benefits in terms of emissions reduction, but few studies have
applied hybrid mechanisms to the transport sector.

2.2 Evolutionary game analysis of emission
reduction

In contrast to traditional approaches, which usually ignore social
interactions when studying the behavior of players, game theory sets
the theoretical basis for determining the strategies used to formulate
choices in an environment where rational participants collaborate
with each other (Eissa et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2022). However,
traditional game theory has certain shortcomings (Ji et al., 2019).
First, it assumes that all players are “perfectly rationality”, while this
is rarely true in reality. Second, it supposes that all stakeholders have
the same decision environment and level of rationality, which is not
actually the case. Finally, traditional game theory is static and cannot
dynamically describe changes in the strategic behavior of
participants. Dixit et al. discuss the impact of carbon taxes on
airlines’ greening investment decisions, however, the use of
evolutionary games may better describe the dynamic decision-
making process of airlines (Dixit et al., 2022).

Evolutionary games are a refinement and extension of
traditional games, addressing the constraints of traditional game
theory (Friedman, 1998). Evolutionary games combine game theory
and dynamic evolutionary processes, emphasizing dynamic
processes rather than focusing on statics, and explaining the
reasons and ways that players reach a stable state.

Evolutionary game theory has an undeniable advantage in
regulating carbon emissions (Jiang et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2021). Jiang et al. study the dynamics of players’ decisions to
reconcile the conflicting interests between the governments and
shipping companies to better the environment in coastline areas.
This plays a crucial part in the emissions abatement behavior of
governments and maritime enterprises, as well as in policy
development (Jiang et al., 2020). Chong and Sun note that
evolutionary game theory is a powerful tool that could help the
central government solve the twin dilemmas of environmental
protection and economic growth (Chong and Sun, 2020).
Similarly, Meng et al. analyzed the evolutionary path of the
choice of emissions abatement strategies of the governments, port
companies and maritime companies, and investigate the
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mechanisms influencing the choices of players (Meng et al., 2022).
Based on an evolutionary game, the above study analyzes only two or
three parties’ dynamic game relationships. However, no
evolutionary game studies have emerged to address a hybrid
emission reduction mechanism. Thus, this paper systematically
and comprehensively investigates the mechanism of low-carbon
behavior between the government and airlines under a hybrid
mechanism.

Existing studies mainly cover carbon trading, carbon tax and
SAF. This study combines carbon trading and carbon tax to
construct a hybrid emission reduction mechanism and considers
the airlines’ implementation of emission reduction strategies
combined with the introduction of SAF. Therefore, we have
developed a tripartite evolutionary game model consisting of the
government, major airlines, and small and medium-sized airlines to
contribute to the current state of the civil aviation carbon reduction
dilemma.

3 Evolutionary game model

3.1 Problem statement and model
hypothesis

Civil aviation carbon emission reduction governance is a
complicated system project for both international and national
purposes, involving multiple interests, and its mechanism of
action is complex and extensive. The government is the
implementer of the policy, while the main target of the airlines is
to control or minimize the emissions from the operation of the
aircraft. The government allocates free carbon allowances to the
major airlines, and if there are carbon allowances left in a cycle, the
major airlines can sell the remaining carbon allowances; if the usage
exceeds the carbon allowances, then major airlines need to purchase
additional carbon allowances. The small and medium-sized airlines
are subject to a carbon tax. The carbon tax is progressive, and a
punitive carbon tax is payable when the threshold is exceeded (Qiu
et al., 2020).

Based on the relevant theoretical and practical problems, the
interaction between the government, major airlines, and small and
medium-sized airlines is shown in Figure 1. Following the previous
analysis, carbon emission reduction in civil aviation is a multistage
and dynamic process. Therefore, this paper explores the dynamic
evolutionary game of emission reduction in civil aviation from the
perspective of a hybrid mechanism.

Before the evolutionary game model is constructed, several
hypotheses are stated.

(1) As shown in Table 1, all three players in the evolutionary game,
the government, major airlines and small and medium-sized
airlines, have two strategies. The results of their strategy choices
evolve over time and stabilize at the optimal strategy. (Wang
et al., 2022).

(2) The three players are subject to asymmetric information. All
players attempt to reduce carbon emissions while maximizing
their own benefits. (Friedman, 1991).

(3) One of the most effective options for significant reductions in
carbon emissions in a relatively short time frame is to mix SAF

with traditional aviation fuel (TAF) (Heyne et al., 2021).
Therefore, we assume that the only cost of both the major
airlines and small and medium-sized airlines is for aviation fuel.
The airlines use only SAF in the NO strategy and a mix of SAF
and TAF in the AO strategy.

3.2 Parameters defining the construction of
the payoff matrix

Major airlines parameter setting: The cost of the major airlines is
CMY and CMN when the AO and NO strategies are adopted,
respectively. Moreover, since a mixture of TAF and SAF (PSAF >
PTAF) is required when adopting the AO strategy,CMY= SAFMYPSAF+
TAFMYPTAF and CMN = SAFMNPSAF + TAFMNPTAF, CMY > CMN,
where SAFMY and TAFMY and SAFMN and TAFMN are the usages of
SAF and TAF when the major airlines adopt the AO and the NO
strategies, respectively. The comprehensive revenue in these two
cases is denoted CPMY and CPMN, respectively, while when the
major airlines adopt the AO strategy, CPMY > CPMN because of the
improved brand image, the government subsidies and the
environmental benefits it brings (Zhang et al., 2022b). The
carbon emissions are EMY and EMN, respectively. The
government assigned cost-free carbon allowances for the major
airlines representing QM, while the carbon emissions of the major
airlines are EMY and EMN under different strategies (EMY < QM <
EMN). In the emission trading system, carbon allowances are traded
at price p. Therefore, the revenue from the sale of carbon
allowances by the major airlines and the cost of purchasing
carbon allowances are represented by PMO = p (QM − EMY) and
PMI = p (EMN − QM), respectively. In addition, based on empirical
observation, we assume that PMI > PMO.

Small and medium-sized airlines parameter setting: Similarly,
the costs are CSY and CSN when the small and medium-sized airlines
adopt the AO and NO strategies, respectively, where CSY =
SAFSYPSAF + TAFSYPTAF, CSN = SAFSNPSAF + TAFSNPTAF, and
CSY > CSN. The comprehensive revenue in these two cases is
denoted CPSY and CPSN, respectively. When the small and
medium-sized airlines adopt the AO strategy, CPSY > CPSN due
to the improvement in brand image, the government subsidies and
environmental benefits. The carbon emissions are ESY and ESN,
respectively. The threshold for progressive taxation set by the
government for the small and medium-sized airlines is ES, so
ESY < ES < ESN(Oishi et al., 2012). The punitive carbon tax price
when the threshold is exceeded is denoted by tN, and the regular
carbon tax when the threshold is not exceeded is denoted by tY.
Therefore, when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the AO
strategy, the carbon tax to be paid is tYESY, while the carbon tax to be
paid when the NO strategy is adopted is tYES + tN (ESN − ES).

Government parameter setting: If the government adopts the
AR strategy, the implementation of the emission trading system can
yield carbon trading profits (trading fees, membership fees, etc.), θ is
the trading factor (Fang et al., 2022), and θPMI and θPMO represent
the government’s profit from the carbon trading of the major
airlines. If the government adopts the NR strategy, it will not
obtain benefits from carbon trading, and the major airlines does
not need to engage in carbon trading. When both the major airlines
and small and medium-sized airlines adopt the AO strategy, the
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government will receive additional benefits due to the significant
governance effect, which is denoted UMSY. When the government
adopts the AR strategy, its control is denoted by CS1, while the major
airlines and small and medium-sized airlines will be constrained by
the corresponding carbon emission reduction mechanism. The cost
of the government when adopting the NR strategy is denoted by CS2,
and CS2 < CS1 due to the reduction in human and material resources
spent on the supervision of the major airlines and small and
medium-sized airlines. The public opinion pressure (i.e., brand
image) on the small and medium-sized airlines to adopt the
NO strategy when the major airlines adopt the AO strategy is
denoted by POMS, and the public opinion pressure on the major
airlines to adopt the NO strategy when the small and medium-sized
airlines adopt the AO strategy is denoted by POSM (Zhang et al.,
2022a).

We used the “bottom-up” approach recommended by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to calculate
the emissions of small and medium-sized airlines and major
airlines (ICAO, 2016). Fij is the amount of fuel (kg) consumed by
a type i aircraft in phase j; j are five phases of aircraft operation,
namely, takeoff, climb, approach, taxi (landing and takeoff
(LTO) phase) and climb cruise descent (CCD) phase; Rij is
the fuel consumption rate (kg·s-1) of one engine of a type i
aircraft in phase j; Ni is the number of engines fitted to a type i
aircraft; and Tij is the standard duration s) of a i aircraft in
operation j. The ICAO gives the standard duration of each
operational phase of the aircraft: Take-off, climb, approach
and taxi times are 0.7 min, 2.2 min, 4 min and 26 min
respectively (7 min for taxi-in and 19 min for taxi-out).
Therefore, the equation for Fij is Fij � ∑

j

Ti,j · Ri,j ·Ni. E is

the total fuel consumption (kg) for all phases of each type of
aircraft. I is the CO2 emission parameter of aviation fuel (kg·kg-1). nij
is the total number of i aircraft in j. Therefore, the total carbon
emissions is E � ∑

i

Fi · I · nij.
The relevant parameters of the model used in this study are

shown in Table 2.
The evolution of carbon emission abatement can be

regarded as a dynamic game among the major airlines, small
and medium-sized airlines, and the government. The strategies
of the airlines are AO and NO and those of the government
are AR and NR. Based on the above hypotheses and
parameters, the strategy combinations for the three players are
obtained as follows.

∏
GO1

,∏
MA1

,∏
SA1

( ) � θPMO + tYESY + UMSY − CS1, CPMY(
+PMO − CMY, CPSY − CSY − tYESY)∏GO2

,∏MA2
,∏SA2( ) � (θPMO + tYES + tN ESN − ES( )

−CS1, CPMY + PMO − CMY, CPSN − CSN

− tYES − tN ESN − ES( ) − POMS)
∏

GO3
,∏

MA3
,∏

SA3
( ) � θPMI + tYESY − CS1, CPMN − PMI(

−CMN − POSM, CPSY − CSY − tYESY)∏
GO4

,∏
MA4

,∏
SA4( ) � (θPMI + tYES + tN ESN − ES( )

−CS1, CPMN − PMI − CMN, CPSN − CSN

− tYES−tN ESN − ES( ))

∏
GO5

,∏
MA5

,∏
SA5

( ) � UMSY − CS2, CPMY − CMY, CPSY − CSY( )

∏
GO6

,∏
MA6

,∏
SA6

( ) � −CS2, CPMY − CMY, CPSN(
−CSN − POMS)

∏
GO7

,∏
MA7

,∏
SA7

( ) � −CS2, CPMN − CMN − POSM, CPSY − CSY( )

∏
GO8

,∏
MA8

,∏
SA8

( ) � −CS2, CPMN − CMN, CPSN − CSN( )

The payment matrix constructed is shown in Table 3.

4 Model analysis

4.1 Strategy stability analysis for the
government

Let U1 and U2 represent the expected benefit of the AR and NR
strategies, respectively, for the government. According to Table 3,
the government’s game strategy is as follows.

U1 � yz∏
GO1

+ 1 − z( )y∏
GO2

+ z 1 − y( )∏
GO3

+ 1 − z( ) 1 − y( )∏
GO4

(1)

U2 � yz∏
GO5

+ 1 − z( )y∏
GO6

+ z 1 − y( )∏
GO7

+ 1 − z( ) 1 − y( )∏
GO8

(2)

The average profit of the government is indicated as �U12 and is
shown below.

�U12 � xU1 + 1 − x( )U2 (3)
The consequent replicated dynamics equation is as follows

(Friedman, 1991).

F x( ) � dx

dt
� x U1 − �U12( ) � x 1 − x( ) U1 − U2( )
� x 1 − x( )[tN ESN − ES( ) + tYES + θPMI

+ CS2 − CS1 − z tN ESN − ES( ) + tY ES − ESY( )[ ]
−yθ PMI − PMO( )] (4)

According to the stability theorem for differential formulae (Jiang
et al., 2019), F(x) must be greater than 0when the value of x is less than
x*. However, when x is greater than x*, F(x) is less than 0. Thus, to
accomplish an ESS, F(x) = 0 and F′(x) < 0 are needed, as are F(y) and
F(z). On the basis of this theory, the proposition is proposed as follow.

Proposition 1.

(1) When y = y* = tN(ESN−ES)+tYES+θPMI+CS2−CS1−z[tN(ESN−ES)+tY(ES−ESY)]
θ(PMI−PMO) ,

F(x) ≡ 0, and any value of x is an ESS of the government. The
government’s strategy does not change over time.

(2) When y ≠ y*, assuming that F(x) = 0, then x = 0 and x = 1 are two
stable points of x.

Proof of Proposition 1.
The derivative of the replicated dynamics equation of x can be

calculated as follows:

F′ x( ) � dF x( )
dx

� 1−2x( )[tN ESN −ES( )+ tYES +θPMI

+ CS2 −CS1 −z tN ESN −ES( )+ tY ES −ESY( )[ ]
− yθ PMI −PMO( )] (5)
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Subsequently, two cases can be treated independently
using Eq. 5.

i) If tN(ESN − ES) + tYES + θPMI + CS2 − CS1 > θ(PMI−
PMO) + [tN(ESN − ES) + tY(ES − ESY)], under the conditions of x,
y and z ∈ [0, 1], it can be deduced that tN (ESN − ES) + tYES + θPMI +
CS2 − CS1 > yθ(PMI − PMO) + z [tN (ESN − ES) + tY (ES–ESY)], i.e., tN
(ESN − ES) + tYES + θPMI + CS2 − CS1 − yθ(PMI − PMO) − z [tN (ESN −
ES) + tY (ES–ESY)] > 0 is constant, dF(x)dx |x�0 > 0 and dF(x)

dx |x�1 < 0. As a
result, x = 1 is the ESS.

ii) If tN(ESN − ES) + tYES + θPMI + CS2 − CS1 < θ(PMI−
PMO) + [tN(ESN − ES) + tY(ES − ESY)], then:

① When y < y*, dF(x)dx |x�0 > 0 and dF(x)
dx |x�1 < 0. Accordingly, x =

1 is the ESS.
② When y > y*, dF(x)dx |x�0 < 0 and dF(x)

dx |x�1 > 0. Accordingly, x =
0 is the ESS.

4.2 Strategy stability analysis for the major
airlines

Suppose that the expected benefit when the major airlines adopt the
AO strategy isU3, the expected benefit when themajor airlines adopt the
NO strategy isU4, and the average expected benefit is �U34, we can obtain:

U3 � zx∏
MA1

+ 1 − z( )x∏
MA2

+ z 1 − x( )∏
GO5

+ 1 − z( ) 1 − z( )∏
GO6

(6)
U4 � zx∏

MA3
+ 1 − z( )x∏

MA4
+ z 1 − x( )∏

MA7

+ 1 − z( ) 1 − x( )∏
MA8

(7)
�U34 � yU3 + 1 − y( )U4 (8)

Thus, the replicated dynamics equation of y is:

F y( ) � dy

dt
� y U3 − �U34( ) � y 1 − y( ) U3 − U4( )

� y 1 − y( ) CMN − CMY − CPMN + CPMY[
+x PMI + PMO( ) + zPOSM] (9)

Proposition 2.

① When z � z* � CMY+CPMN−CPMY−CMN−x(PMI+PMO)
POSM

, F(y) ≡ 0, any
value of y is an ESS for the major airlines. The major airlines’
strategy does not change over time.

② When z ≠ z*, assuming that F(y) = 0, then y has two stable
points at y = 0 and y = 1.

Proof of Proposition 2.
The derivative of F(y) is given as below:

FIGURE 1
Interaction between multiple stakeholders.
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F′ y( ) � dF y( )
dy

� 1 − 2y( ) CMN − CMY − CPMN + CPMY + x PMI + PMO( )[
+ zPOSM] (10)

Then, two cases can be treated independently using Eq. 10:
i) If CMN − CMY − CPMN + CPMY < − (PMI + PMO + POSM),

under the conditions of x, y and z ∈ [0, 1], it can be deduced
that CMN − CMY − CPMN + CPMY + x(PMI + PMO) + zPOSM < 0
is constant, dF(y)

dy |y�0 < 0 and dF(y)
dy |y�1 > 0. Therefore, it is not

difficult to obtain that y = 0 is the ESS.
ii) If CMN − CMY − CPMN + CPMY + P1 > − (PMI+

PMO + POSM), then:

① When z < z*, dF(y)dy |y�0 < 0 and dF(y)
dy |y�1 > 0. Accordingly, it is

not difficult to obtain that y = 0 is the ESS.
② When z > z*, dF(y)dy |y�0 > 0 and dF(y)

dy |y�1 < 0. Accordingly, it is
not difficult to obtain that y = 1 is the ESS.

4.3 Strategy stability analysis for the small
and medium-sized airlines

Suppose that U5 and U6 are the benefits of the small and
medium-sized airlines that select two strategies, i.e., the AO or
NO strategy. �U56 can represent the benefits of the small and
medium-sized airlines that use the previous two strategies; then,

U5 � yx∏
SA1

+ 1 − y( )x∏
SA3

+ y 1 − x( )∏
SA5

+ 1 − y( ) 1 − x( )∏
SA7

(11)
U6 �yx∏SA2

+ 1 − y( )x∏
SA4

+ y 1 − x( )∏
SA6

+ 1 − y( ) 1 − x( )∏
SA8

(12)
�U56 � zU5 + 1 − z( )U6 (13)

Therefore, the replicated dynamics equation of z is as follows:

F z( ) � dz

dt
� z U5 − �U56( ) � z 1 − z( ) U5 − U6( )

� z 1 − z( ) CPSY − CPSN + CSN − CSY{
+ x tN ESN − ES( ) + tY ES − ESY( )[ ] + yPOMS} (14)

Proposition 3.

① When y � y** � CPSN−CSN+CSY−CPSY−x[tN(ESN−ES)+tY(ES−ESY)]
POMS

, F(z)
≡ 0, any value of z is an ESS of the small and medium-sized
airlines. The small and medium-sized airline’s strategy does
not change over time.

② When y ≠ y**, assuming that F(z) = 0, then z has two stable
points at z = 0 and z = 1.

Proof of Proposition 3.
Similarly, the derivative of the replicated dynamics equation of z

can be calculated as follows:

F′ z( ) � dF z( )
dz

� 1 − 2z( ) CPSY − CPSN + CSN − CSY + x tN ESN − ES( )[{
+ tY ES − ESY( )] + yPOMS} (15)

Then, two cases can be treated independently using to Eq. 15:
i) If CPSY − CPSN + CSN − CSY < − [tN(ESN − ES)+

tY(ES − ESY)] − POMS, under the conditions of x, y and z ∈ [0,
1], it can be deduced that CPSY − CPSN + CSN − CSY + x[tN(ESN−
ES) + tY(ES − ESY)] + yPOMS < 0 is constant, dF(z)

dz |z�0 < 0 and
dF(z)
dz |z�1 > 0. Therefore, z = 0 is the ESS.

ii) If CPSY − CPSN + CSN − CSY > [tN(ESN − ES) + tY(ES −
ESY)]− POMS, then:

① When y < y**, dF(z)dz |z�0 < 0 and dF(z)
dz |z�1 > 0. Accordingly, it is

not difficult to obtain that z = 0 is the ESS.
② When y > y**, dF(z)dz |z�0 > 0 and dF(z)

dz |z�1 < 0. Accordingly, it is
not difficult to obtain that z = 1 is the ESS.

4.4 Stability analysis of equilibrium points

4.4.1 Equilibrium point
The following steps were taken to simplify the calculation

process:

a � tN ESN − ES( ) + tYES + θPMI + CS2 − CS1;

b � tN ESN − ES( ) + tY ES − ESY( ); c � θ PMI − PMO( );
d � CMN − CMY − CPMN + CPMY; e � PMI + PMO; f � POSM;

g � CPSY − CPSN + CSN − CSY; h � POMS

(16)
Substituting Eq. 16 into Eqs 4 and 9, 14, we obtain:

F x( ) � x 1 − x( ) a − bz − cy( )
F y( ) � y 1 − y( ) d + ex + fz( )
F z( ) � z 1 − z( ) g + hy + bx( )

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (17)

The simplified system of replicated dynamic equations, as shown
in Eq. 17. When they are equal to 0, i.e., F(x), F(y), and F(z) = 0, we
can obtain eight equilibrium points of pure strategies: E1 (0, 0, 0), E2
(1, 0, 0), E3 (0, 1, 0), E4 (0, 0, 1), E5 (1, 1, 0), E6 (1, 0, 1), E7 (0, 1, 1),
and E8 (1, 1, 1). Except for E1 to E8, there is also a hybrid-strategy
equilibrium solution E9 (x°, y°, z°) that satisfies F (x°) = 0, F (y°) =
0 and F (z°) = 0.

After obtaining the equilibrium point of the model, it is
essential to analyze their stability and conditions for their

TABLE 1 Strategies for three players.

Players Strategies

Government Active regulate (AR)

Negative regulate (NR)

Major airlines Adopt low-carbon operation (AO)

Not adopt low-carbon operation (NO)

Small and medium-sized airlines Adopt low-carbon operation (AO)

Not adopt low-carbon operation (NO)
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TABLE 2 Description of parameters in the evolutionary game model.

Major airlines Description

QM The cap of carbon allowances allocation

EMY The carbon emissions when the major airlines adopt the AO strategy

EMN The carbon emissions when the major airlines adopt the NO strategy, where EMY < QM < EMN

PMO The profits when the major airlines sell carbon allowances, where PMO = p (QM − EMY)

PMI The cost of carbon allowances purchased by airlines when carbon emissions exceed the allocated carbon allowances, where PMI = p
(EMN − QM), PMI > PMO

CPMN The comprehensive revenue when the major airlines adopt the NO strategy

CPMY The comprehensive revenue when the major airlines adopt the AO strategy, where CPMY > CPMN

SAFMY The SAF usage when the major airlines adopt the AO strategy

TAFMY The TAF usage when the major airlines adopt the AO strategy

CMY The cost when the major airlines adopt the AO strategy, CMY = SAFMYPSAF + TAFMYPTAF

CMN The cost when the major airlines adopt the NO strategy, CMN = SAFMNPSAF + TAFMNPTAF, CMY > CMN

Small and medium-sized airlines Description

CPSN The comprehensive revenue when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the NO strategy

CPSY The comprehensive revenue when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the AO strategy, CPSY > CPSN

ES The threshold of progressive taxation

ESY The carbon emissions when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the AO strategy

ESN The carbon emissions when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the AO strategy, ESY < ES < ESN

SAFSY The SAF usage when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the AO strategy

TAFSY The SAF usage when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the AO strategy

CSY The cost when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the AO strategy, CSY = SAFSYPSAF + TAFSYPJF

CSN The cost when the small and medium-sized airlines adopt the NO strategy, CSN = SAFSNPSAF + TAFSNPJF

Government Description

UMSY The additional benefit to the government when the small and medium-sized airlines and major airlines adopt the AO strategy

CS1 The government’s cost when using the AR strategy

CS2 The government’s cost when using the NR strategy, CS1 > CS2

POMS The public opinion pressure (i.e., brand image) on the small and medium-sized airlines to adopt the NO strategy when the major
airlines adopt the AO strategy

POSM The public opinion pressure (i.e., brand image) on the major airlines to adopt the NO strategy when the small and medium-sized
airlines adopt the AO strategy

Carbon tax Description

tY The regular carbon tax

tN The punitive carbon tax, tN > tY

Emission trading Description

θ The trading factor

p The carbon trading price

α The emission parameter of traditional aviation fuel

β The emission parameter of sustainable aviation fuel. (β < α)

PSAF The sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) price

(Continued on following page)
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stabilization. Based on the obtained replicated dynamic
equations, the Jacobian matrix was calculated as shown in Eq.
18. First, it is an ESS only if it is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium
and a strict Nash equilibrium (Selten, 1988; Ritzberger and
Weibull, 1995; Friedman, 1998), while E9, on the other hand,
is a hybrid strategy equilibrium and therefore not be an ESS.
Second, in this case, we can use the eigenvalue and the following
criterion to determine if the equilibrium point is an ESS
(Lyapunov, 1992): 1) When the real part of the three
eigenvalues is negative, the equilibrium point is ESS; 2) When
the real part of the three eigenvalues is positive, it is not ESS,
i.e., the unstable point; 3) When the real part of one or two
eigenvalues are positive, it is the saddle point.

J �

zF x( )
zx

zF x( )
zy

zF x( )
zz

zF y( )
zx

zF y( )
zy

zF y( )
zz

zF z( )
zx

zF z( )
zy

zF z( )
zz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�
1 − 2x( ) a − cy − bz( ) −cx 1 − x( ) −bx 1 − x( )

ey 1 − y( ) 1 − 2y( ) ex + fz + d( ) fy 1 − y( )
bz 1 − z( ) hz 1 − z( ) 1 − 2z( ) bx + hy + g( )

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(18)

Accordingly, by solving Eq. 18, Table 4, shows the eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrices associated with each equilibrium point.
Based on the analysis of the sign of each eigenvalue, the four
equilibria E1, E3, E4, and E7 must not be ESSs for the following
reasons.

For an equilibrium point of E1, the sign of the eigenvalues of λ1
must be positive because a > 0. This point is not the ESS.

(2) For the three equilibrium points of E3, E4 and E7, the sign of λ1 is
positive because a − b > 0, a − c > 0 and a − b − c > 0. These
points are not the ESS.

Therefore, E2, E5, E6 and E8 have the potential to become the
ESS. Suppose that:

μ1 � b + g � CPSY − CSY − tYESY − CPSN − CSN − tN ESN − ES( ) − tYES[ ];
μ2 � d + e � CPMY + PMO − CMY − CPMN − CMN − PMI( );
μ3 � b + g + h � CPSY − CSY − tYESY − CPSN − CSN − tN ESN − ES( ) − tYES − POMS[ ];
μ4 � d + e + f � CPMN + PMI − CMY − CPMN − CMN − POSM − PMO( )

(19)

It can be seen that μ3 > μ1 and μ4 > μ2. By analyzing the positives
and negatives of the expressions, the asymptotic stability conditions
are shown in Table 4.

TABLE 2 (Continued) Description of parameters in the evolutionary game model.

Major airlines Description

PTAF The traditional aviation fuel (TAF) price

Carbon emission Description

i The parameter of aircraft types, where i ∈ R � 1, 2,/, K{ }

j The five phases of aircraft operation; where j ∈ Ψ � 1, 2,/, 5{ }

Ri,j The fuel burn factor of one engine of a type i aircraft in phase j (kg·s-1)

Ni The number of engines of i aircraft

Ti,j The standard time for i aircraft in j s), specially, tCCD = tTOTAL − tLTO

I The CO2 emission factor of fuel (kg·kg-1), where I ∈ Ι � α, β{ },
nij The number of i aircraft in j

Fi,j The Fuel consumption of i aircraft in j,

E The total emissions of the aircraft in the LTO and CCD phases,

TABLE 3 The payoff matrix for three players.

Players Small and medium-sized airlines

AR (z) NO (1 − z)

Government AR (x) Major airlines AO y) (∏GO1 ,∏MA1 ,∏SA1) (∏GO2 ,∏MA2 ,∏SA2)

NO (1 − y) (∏GO3 ,∏MA3 ,∏SA3) (∏GO4 ,∏MA4 ,∏SA4)

NR (1 − x) Major airlines AO y) (∏GO5 ,∏MA5 ,∏SA5) (∏GO6 ,∏MA6 ,∏SA6)

NO (1 − y) (∏GO7 ,∏MA7 ,∏SA7) (∏GO8 ,∏MA8 ,∏SA8)
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4.1.2 The game scenario of mixed emission
reduction policies

In accordance with Section 5.1, the evolutionary game model is
divided into the following four scenarios.

(1) Incubation: Given the conditions shown in Table 4; Eq. 19, the
small and medium-sized airline’s net payoff when it chooses the
AO strategy (i.e., CPSY − CSY − tYESY) is lower than its net payoff
when it chooses the NO strategy (i.e., CPSN − CSN − tN (ESN −
ES) − tYES). Moreover, the major airline’s net payoff when it
chooses the AO strategy (i.e., CPMY + PMI − CMY) is lower than
its net payoff when it chooses the NO strategy (i.e., CPMN −
CMN − PMO). In this vein, the corresponding evolutionary
strategy is (AR, NO, NO).

(2) Discovery: Given the conditions shown in Table 4; Eq. 19, for
the small and medium airlines, the benefit of adopting the AO
strategy (i.e., CPSY − CSY − tYESY) is greater than its benefit of
adopting the NO strategy (i.e., CPSN − CSN − tN (ESN − ES) −
tYES). Additionally, for the major airlines, the net payoff when
adopting the AO strategy (CPMY + PMI − CMY) is smaller than its
net payoff when choosing the NO strategy (i.e., CPMN − CMN −
PMO − POSM). In this vein, the corresponding evolutionary
strategy is (AR, NO, AO).

(3) Rapid development: Given the conditions shown in Table 4; Eq.
19, for the major airlines the benefit of adopting the AO strategy
(i.e., CPMY + PMI − CMY) is greater than its benefit of adopting

the NO strategy (i.e., CPMN − CMN − PMO). However, for the
small and medium-sized airlines, the net payoff of choosing the
AO strategy (i.e., CPSY − CSY − tYESY) is lower than its net payoff
when it chooses the NO strategy (i.e., CPSN − CSN − tN (ESN −
ES) − tYES − POMS). In this vein, the corresponding evolutionary
strategy is (AR, AO, NO).

(4) Steady development: Given the conditions shown in Table 4;
Eq. 19, for the small and medium-sized airlines, the net payoff
of choosing the AO strategy (i.e., CPSY − CSY − tYESY) is greater
than its net payoff when it chooses the NO strategy
(i.e., CPSN − CSN − tN (ESN − ES) − tYES − POMS). However,
for the major airlines, the net payoff when choosing the AO
strategy (CPMY + PMI − CMY) is greater than its net payoff
when choosing the NO strategy (i.e., CPMN − CMN − PMO −
POSM). In this vein, the corresponding evolutionary strategy is
(AR, AO, AO).

Table 5 shows four possible game scenario strategy choices.

5 Empirical analysis and simulation

According to the above analysis, in this section, the stability of
the mixed carbon tax and carbon trading is influenced by many
parameters. We use numerical simulations to further investigate the
evolution of the three players’ decisions.

TABLE 4 Equilibrium point stability analysis.

Equilibrium points Eigenvalue Symbols of three
eigenvalues

Asymptotic stability
condition

Attributes

λ1 λ2 λ3

E1 (0, 0, 0) a d g +, N, N / unstable or saddle
point

E2(1, 0, 0) b + g d + e −a N, N, − μ1 < 0, μ2 < 0 ESS

E3 (0, 1, 0) a − c g + h −d +, N, N / unstable or saddle

E4 (0, 0, 1) a − b d + f −g +, N, N / unstable or saddle

E5(1, 0, 1) b − a −b − g d + e + f −, N, N μ1 > 0, μ4 < 0 ESS

E6(1, 1, 0) c − a −d − e b + g + h −, N, N μ2 > 0, μ3 < 0 ESS

E7 (0, 1, 1) − f − d − h − g a − b − c N, N, + / unstable or saddle

E8(1, 1, 1) − f − e − d − h − g − b b − a + c N, N, − μ4 > 0, μ3 > 0 ESS

Note: “−” indicates a negative eigenvalue; “+” indicates a positive eigenvalue; “N” indicates the eigenvalue’s attribute uncertainty.

Bold values represent the 4 possible ESS.

TABLE 5 Strategy selection in game scenarios.

Strategy Stakeholders Equilibrium points

Government Major airlines Small and medium-sized airlines

Incubation AR NO NO E2 (1, 0, 0)

Discovery AR NO AO E6 (1, 0, 1)

Rapid development AR AO NO E5 (1, 1, 0)

Steady development AR AO AO E8 (1, 1, 1)
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5.1 Data collection and parameter settings

In this paper, we conducted numerical simulations using
MATLAB 2020a software. Numerical simulations can visualize
the iterations of the players’ strategies, providing a quantitative
analysis of the interactions. Thus, it is shown how their strategy
evolves at each stage under different parameters. For the initial
parameter setting of the model, we follow two principles: 1)
refer to reality and 2) consider the logical relationship between
the parameters. The following are the parameters for each
scenario.

Airlines’ size was determined as follows: first, a list was made of
all airlines in order of their historical carbon emissions, from
largest to smallest. The top airlines were then identified as major
airlines until the total carbon emissions of all major airlines
accounted for half of the total airline carbon emissions (Zhang
et al., 2017). Air China (CA) and Shanghai Airlines (FM) represent
the major airlines and small and medium-sized airlines as case

studies. Based on Air China and Shanghai Airlines’ flight
schedules, fleet information, and flight execution rates for the
summer/fall and winter/spring seasons, a “bottom-up” approach
was used to calculate the airlines’ carbon emissions and fuel
consumption for 2019. The calculated fuel consumption for CA
and FM with the NO strategy (NO strategy using only TAF) is
approximately 9 and 3 (×106 t), respectively. The ratios of SAFSY to
TAFSY and SAFMY to TAFMY were both 6:4 when they adopted the
AO strategy. Compared to TAF, SAF can reduce carbon emissions
by up to 80% (Brueckner and Abreu, 2017). According to related
studies, we set α and β as 3 (Hu R et al., 2020) and 1 (Moore et al.,
2017; Heyne et al., 2021), respectively. In addition, PSAF is
approximately three times more expensive than PTAF (Tanzil
et al., 2021). Therefore, we can set PTAF and PSAF as 7 and 2,
respectively.

Enterprises participating in carbon trading are required to pay
entry fees, annual fees, etc., and the transaction fees for negotiated
bargaining and pricing transfer transactions alone amount to 5% of

TABLE 6 Parameters for different scenarios.

Parameters PMO PMI CPMN CPMY CMY CMN CPSN CPSY ES ESY

Incubation 0 0 34 28 20 20 9 6 9 9

Discovery 3 3 36 30 25 20 5 11 7.8 6.6

Rapid development 13.5 22.5 36 41 40 20 9 6.8 8.9 8.4

Steady development 13.5 22.5 36 41 40 20 5 11 8.8 6.6

Parameters ESN CSY CSN CS1 CS2 POMS POSM tY tN θ

Incubation 9 6 6 12.4 0.7 0.9 3.4 3.8 6 0.1

Discovery 9 12 12 17.6 1.0 0.5 3.6 3.8 6 0.1

Rapid development 9 7.5 7.5 22.6 1.2 0.5 3.6 3.8 4 0.1

Steady development 9 12 12 24.7 1.3 8.5 3.6 3.8 6 0.1

FIGURE 2
Evolutionary stable equilibrium in the incubation scenario. (A) Evolutionary paths of three participants in the incubation scenario under three initial
conditions 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7. (B) ESS for the incubation scenarios.
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the transaction value. In addition, the government can obtain more
implicit benefits from an active financial market. Therefore, θ is set
to 0.1(Fang et al., n. d.). The government tends to have lower inputs
than firms using the AR strategy; thus, it can be assumed that the
cost of the government using the AR strategy is lower than that of
the major airlines and small and medium airlines using the AO
strategy (Li et al., 2019). Therefore, we set parameter
CS1 � 0.9(CMY+CSY)

2 , CS2 � 0.1(CMN+CSN)
2 . The impact of public

opinion on companies’ brand image can reach up to 23.89% of
its profits (Li et al., 2018). In this paper, we set POSM = 0.1CPMN and
POMS = 0.1CPSN. Notably, Simulated systems evolve in virtual time
t), not in real time.

In addition, some parameters were rounded to facilitate
numerical simulation. Other parameter settings for different
scenarios, based on actual conditions and recommendations from
civil aviation practitioners, are shown in Table 6.

5.2 The dynamic evolutionary paths

Scenario analysis helps to explore the potential evolution of
factors under different policy and economic scenarios on the
differential impact of future carbon emission trends, and thus to
quantify the path to achieve future carbon reduction targets. The

FIGURE 3
Evolutionary stable equilibrium in the discovery scenario. (A) Evolutionary paths of three participants in the discovery scenario under three initial
conditions 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7. (B) ESS for the discovery scenarios.

FIGURE 4
Evolutionary stable equilibrium in the rapid development scenario. (A) Evolutionary paths of three participants in the rapid development scenario
under three initial conditions 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7. (B) ESS for the rapid development scenarios.
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FIGURE 5
Evolutionary stable equilibrium in the steady development scenario. (A) Evolutionary paths of three participants in the steady development scenario
under three initial conditions 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7. (B) ESS for the steady development scenarios.

FIGURE 6
The impact of tY. (A) Evolution process of ESS. (B) Evolution of GO. (C) Evolution of MA. (D) Evolution of SA. (The GO denotes government, MA
denotes major airlines, and SA denotes small and medium-sized airlines).
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following are the numerical simulations of the four scenarios of the
evolutionary game.

5.2.1 Dynamic evolutionary paths of incubation
Based on the stable conditions calculated above for the

incubation scenario (i.e., μ1 < 0, μ2 < 0), the values
corresponding to different parameters are simulated
numerically. As shown in Figure 2A, with initial conditions of
0.2, 0.5 and 0.7, the possibility of the government adopting the
AR strategy continuously increases, while the possibility of the
major airlines and small and medium-sized airlines adopting the
AO strategy continuously decreases. To verify that the
equilibrium point E2 (1, 0, 0) in the evolutionary model is
stable, using MATLAB 2020b software, the three players’
different initial strategies were simulated by looping through
the generation of random x, y and z points. Figure 2B shows the
decision-making trends in a tripartite evolutionary game with
multiple colour lines, which eventually converge to E2 (1, 0, 0).
Specifically, in this scenario, the government decides to initiate
and induce the major airlines and small and medium-sized
airlines to implement a carbon reduction strategy (i.e., the
AO strategy) through a hybrid mechanism consisting of a
carbon tax and carbon trading. However, the government

allocates carbon allowances that are greater than or equal to
the emissions of the major airlines using the NO strategy (Hu X
et al., 2020), and the government sets a progressive tax threshold
that is greater than the emissions of the small and medium-sized
airlines using the NO strategy. Therefore, the government
realizes that readjusting the carbon allowances and the
progressive tax threshold is likely to achieve satisfactory results.

5.2.2 Dynamic evolutionary paths of discovery
Figure 3 shows the discovery scenario where each parameter

corresponds to a stable condition involving μ1 > 0 and μ4 < 0. As
shown in Figure 3A, with initial conditions of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7, the
possibility of the government adopting the AR strategy and the
possibility of the small and medium-sized airlines choosing the AO
strategy grow over time, while the possibility of the major airlines
choosing the NO strategy continually decreases. MATLAB 2020b
software generates random initial strategy points x, y and z to run
numerical simulations. Figure 3B shows decision-making trends in a
tripartite evolutionary game with multiple colour lines, which
eventually converge to E5 (1, 0, 1). Specifically, in this scenario,
the government recognizes the deficiencies in the incubation
scenario and lowers the threshold of the progressive taxation
system, thus prompting small and medium-sized airlines to

FIGURE 7
The impact of ES. (A) Evolution process of ESS. (B) Evolution of GO. (C) Evolution of MA. (D) Evolution of SA. (The GO denotes government, MA
denotes major airlines, and SA denotes small and medium-sized airlines).
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choose the AO strategy. Although the carbon allowances allocated to
the major airlines is increased, the major airlines still chooses to
implement the NO strategy since its payoff with the AO strategy is
still greater than that with the NO strategy (the reason may be due to
the increased costs of the major airlines with less subsidy when using
SAF), which echoes the findings of Santos and Delina (Santos and
Delina, 2021) that driving carbon reductions requires strong
multistakeholder partnerships between airlines and government.

5.2.3 Dynamic evolutionary paths of rapid
development

As shown in Figure 4A, with initial conditions of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7, the
possibility of adopting the AR andNO strategies for the government and
major airlines, respectively, increases with time. The evolutionary
probability of the small and medium airlines, on the other hand, has
a different trend. We simulated the evolutionary model using MATLAB
2020b by generating random initial strategy points x, y, and z. The lines
of different colors in Figure 4B together show the evolution of the
unfixed initial strategies of the three players. After several evolutions,
these lines converge to the equilibrium point E6 (1, 1, 0). In this scenario,
the government further reduces the carbon allowances allocated to the
major airlines. To avoid purchasing additional carbon allowances, the
major airlines uses a strategy that mixes SAF and TAF (i.e., the NO
strategy) to reduce the carbon emissions it generates. However, the small

and medium-sized airlines learned that the revenue from adopting the
AO strategy could not cover the expenses of adopting the NO strategy.
Therefore, the small andmedium-sized airlines prefers to implement the
NO strategy.

5.2.4 Dynamic evolutionary path of steady
development

Based on the stable conditions calculated above for the steady
development scenarios (i.e., μ4 > 0, μ3 > 0), the values corresponding
to different parameters are simulated numerically. As shown in
Figure 5A, with initial conditions of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7, both the
major airlines and small and medium-sized airlines are willing to
adopt the AO strategy when the government adopts the AR strategy.
Moreover, AO strategies tend to evolve faster when players have a
greater initial willingness to adopt them. To verify that the equilibrium
point E8 (1, 1, 1) in the evolutionary model is asymptotically stable,
using MATLAB 2020b software, the three players’ different initial
strategies were simulated by looping through the generation of
random x, y and z points. Figure 5B shows the decision-making
trends in a tripartite evolutionary game with multiple colour lines,
which eventually converge to E2 (1, 1, 1). Specifically, in this scenario,
the government realizes that reasonable coordination of carbon tax
and carbon trading, building on their strengths and avoiding their
weaknesses, will yield satisfactory results. Provided that the carbon tax

FIGURE 8
The impact of QM. (A) Evolution process of ESS. (B) Evolution of GO. (C) Evolution of MA. (D) Evolution of SA. (The GO denotes government, MA
denotes major airlines, and SA denotes small and medium-sized airlines).
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and carbon trading without the AO strategy exceed the cost with the
AO strategy (i.e., emission abatement cost, including PSAF), the major
airlines and small and medium-sized airlines certainly prefer the AO
strategy.

5.3 Sensitivity analysis of key parameters

Sensitivity analysis determines which parameters have a
significant impact on the system and thus obtains the sensitivity
of the system to changes in the parameters.

5.3.1 The dynamic impact of the tax parameter tY
Assess the stability in the presence of regular carbon taxes, the

parameter tY is set at 5.4, 4.6, 3.8, and 3. Figure 6A shows the
evolutionary results. The MA and SA evolutionary paths tend to
adopt the AO strategy when the regular carbon tax is relatively high,
and both eventually reach a steady state. However, as the value of tY
decreases, the GO tends to adopt the NR strategy, which provides
some protection for itself to obtain economic benefits.

Figure 6B shows the effect of tY on the evolutionary path of the
GO. When tY = 5.4, i.e., when the value of the punitive carbon tax is
higher, the evolutionary time for the GO to reach asymptotic

stability is shorter. When tY = 3.8, the GO reaches asymptotic
stability for longer than tN = 5.4, which means that as the value
of the regular carbon tax decreases, the evolution of the GO toward
the AR strategy gradually slows. Put differently, the smaller the value
of tY is, the more negative the GO is in regulating the airline’s carbon
emissions. When tN = 3, the possibility of the GO adopting the AR
strategy increases and then decreases, and it may even abandon the
AR strategy. This is because when the GO attempts to reduce the
regular carbon tax, the GO chooses the NR strategy to reduce the
cost of regulation since the SA still chooses the OA strategy.

The evolutionary path of the MA’s abatement strategy is shown
in Figure 6C. When the tY value gradually decreases, the time for the
MA to evolve into the AO strategy gradually increases, but the speed
of evolution does not change significantly. This is because, in
addition to GO factors, public opinion also influences enterprises’
abatement behavior. For example, Zhang et al. found that public
opinion drives firms’ low-carbon behavior (Zhang et al., 2013).
Therefore, at the time of a gradual increase in the SA’s choice of the
AO strategy, the MA relaxes its vigilance because public opinion is
directed toward the SA while slightly increasing the evolutionary
time for choosing the AO strategy.

Figure 6D illustrates the evolutionary process of the SA’s
dynamic strategy. As the tY value decreases, the time for the SA

FIGURE 9
The impact of p. (A) Evolution process of ESS. (B) Evolution of GO. (C) Evolution of MA. (D) Evolution of SA. (The GO denotes government, MA
denotes major airlines, and SA denotes small and medium-sized airlines).
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to evolve into the AO strategy gradually increases. As the regular
carbon tax decreases, the SA realizes that even if it does not reduce
emissions, it will not incur excessive carbon tax costs and at the same
time can avoid the high cost of SAF. Therefore, within a certain
range, the higher the value of a regular carbon tax is, the greater the
willingness of the SA to adopt the AO strategy.

5.3.2 The dynamic impact of the tax parameter ES
When the threshold values of progressive taxation are taken as 9,

8.2, 7.4 and 6.6, the evolutionary path are shown in Figure 7A.When
the threshold value is low, the GO tends to adopt the AR strategy and
eventually tends to stabilize. As the ES value decreases in the
evolutionary game process, the possibility of the SA adopting the
AO strategy increases and finally reaches asymptotic stabilization
(Figure 7A). This result indicates that the threshold value of
progressive taxation has some influence on the SA’s strategy choice.

Figure 7C illustrate the evolutionary path of the MA’s strategy.
The reduction in the threshold has almost no effect on the MA;
however, it has a significant effect on the GO and SA (Figures 3B,D).

Figure 7B illustrate the evolutionary path of the GO’s
strategy. As the threshold value of progressive taxation
decreases, the GO has an increasing rate of evolution toward
the AR strategy. The GO believes that a decrease in the ES value
leads to an increase in the possibility of the SA adopting the NO
strategy. The GO increases its rate of evolution toward the AR
strategy to prevent the SA from adopting the NO strategy.
Conversely, the threshold value should not be set too high;
otherwise, it may increase policy resistance (Zhang X et al.,
2019).

Figure 7D illustrate the SA’s strategy. When the threshold of
progressive taxation is low, the SA converges more rapidly toward
the AO strategy, but when the threshold of progressive tax is high, the
SA converges more slowly toward the AO strategy. Therefore, the
progressive tax has an obvious positive effect on the SA’s carbon
reduction, but it should not be set too high or too low (Oishi et al., 2012).

5.3.3 The dynamic impact of the allowance
parameter QM

To determine the influence of the carbon allowances on the
evolutionary path of the system and its stability, the parameter QM is
set at 30, 27, 24, and 22. The evolutionary paths are shown in Figure 8A.
Under the influence of different carbon allowance values, the MA and
SA tend to choose the AO strategy, which eventually tends to stabilize.
Similarly, the GO’s strategy eventually tends toward the AR strategy.
Clearly, carbon allowance values have a significant effect on the MA’s
stable strategies.

The evolutionary path of the GO’s strategy is demonstrated in
Figure 8B. A change in carbon allowances has almost no effect on the
GO. This is because the environmental cost, etc., from the MA not
reducing emissions will have a considerable impact on the GO if it
does not adopt the AR strategy. However, it has a significant effect
on the MA (Figure 3C).

This is shown in Figure 8C, whenQM = 22, i.e., when the value of
the carbon quota allocated to the MA is low, and the MA takes
longer to reach asymptotic stability and shows a tendency to choose
the NO strategy at the beginning. However, due to aggressive GO
regulation and high SAF costs, the MA must finally adopt the AO
strategy to maximize its own benefits. As carbon allowances are

increased, the time required for the MA to reach asymptotic stability
decreases. An increase in carbon allowances yields more surplus
carbon allowances for airlines actively reducing emissions, which
improves the emission reduction revenue of this group of airlines
(Fang et al., 2022).

In addition, Figure 8C illustrate the evolutionary path of the SA’s
strategy. The evolutionary path of the SA is constantly inclined
toward the AO strategy under the influence of the GO’s regulation
and public opinion. However, since the SA is a small or medium-
sized and not covered by the emission trading system, a change in
carbon allowances hardly affects it.

5.3.4 The dynamic impact of the trading price
parameter p

We set p = 1, 2, 3, and 4.5, corresponding to the carbon trading
price in the hybrid mechanisms system. The effect of p on the
evolutionary paths of the three players is illustrated in Figure 9A.
When the carbon trading price is relatively high, the evolutionary
paths of the MA and SA tend toward the AO strategy, and both
eventually reach stability. The GO tends toward the AR strategy and
eventually reaches asymptotic stability.

Figure 9B illustrates the path of the GO’s dynamic strategy.
When p = 4.5 and p = 3, that is, when the carbon trading price shows
a medium or high value, the GO chooses to move toward the AR
strategy. When p = 2, p = 1, that is, when the carbon trading price is
low, the probability of the GO choosing the AR strategy increases
and then decreases, and it may even abandon the AR strategy in
favor of the NR strategy. The GO is the policy implementer, and the
strength of its policy implementation is reflected in the carbon
trading price. The GO sets an appropriate carbon trading price to
help airlines reduce emissions (Xu et al., 2016).

Figure 9C illustrates the path of the MA’s dynamic strategy.
When p = 4.5 and p = 3, the evolutionary path of the MA tends
toward the AO strategy. When p = 3, the possibility of the MA
choosing the AO strategy first increases and then decreases. When p
further decreases to 1, the evolutionary path of the MA first tends
toward the AO strategy and then tends toward the NO strategy, but
finally, the MA does not choose the NO strategy. The lower carbon
trading price reduces the MA’s willingness to have low-carbon
operations, thus avoiding the purchase of high-priced SAF that
leads to airline profit loss. The MA does not ultimately choose the
NO strategy. A plausible reason is that passengers would like to pay
additional fees for a green image (Hagmann et al., 2015), which leads
to higher profits.

Figure 9D illustrates the path of the SA’s dynamic strategy. The
effects of different levels of carbon trading prices on the SA’s
evolutionary results are not significant. The change in the SA’s
evolutionary path is mainly due to POMS (i.e., the public opinion
pressure on the SA to adopt the NO strategy when the MA adopts
the AO strategy).

6 Discussion and implications

6.1 Discussion

The implementation of hybrid mechanisms is a multiparty
coordination process involving multiple players. Essential to
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achieving carbon reductions in civil aviation is finding the right
solutions to satisfy the benefits of each player. This means that the
interests of many parties need to be reconciled in order to achieve
carbon reduction targets. Moreover, airlines need to find the right
way to minimize emissions in response to hybrid mechanisms to
maximize profits.

However, to our knowledge, few studies have investigated the
use of hybrid carbon reduction mechanisms in civil aviation. The
government and airlines are explored in this paper using a
tripartite evolutionary game under carbon tax and carbon
trading constraints. In addition to discussing the conditions
for airlines to adopt carbon reduction strategies under the
hybrid mechanism constraint (including 4 scenarios,
i.e., incubation, discovery, rapid development, and steady
development), we also analyze the sensitivity of relevant
parameters, for example, the regular carbon tax price, carbon
allowances, carbon trading price and the threshold of progressive
taxation. Based on the numerical simulation results, the
government and airlines are only willing to adopt emission
reduction strategies as long as their interests are maximized,
which is consistent with previous studies. (Chen and Hu, 2018)
(Dixit et al., 2022) (Zhang J.J et al., 2019) (Zhang and Zhang,
2022) (Zhao X et al., 2020). The difference is that we use different
carbon reduction policies for different types of airlines.

The government should first have a better understanding of the
cost and benefits of airline emissions reduction, which requires
considerable research work such as obtaining statistics and
conducting interviews. Then, based on the cost and benefit
information obtained, it needs to determine which airlines should
be included in the emission trading system and which airlines should
only pay the carbon tax. Similar to Zhang and Zhang, (2022) in their
study on air pollution reduction in steel enterprises, steel enterprises
were divided into Large Iron manufacturers and small and medium-
sized steel manufacturers. Similarly, Li and Gao, (2022) classified
green technology innovation enterprises into two categories, A
and B.

As analyzed in sections 5.2.1–5.2.4, hybrid policies serve as
facilitators. In the incubation scenario, the hybrid policy is still in
its infancy. In this case, the government should take a dominant
position in the development of carbon reduction in civil aviation.
From a carbon tax perspective, the setting of immature
progressive taxation thresholds substantially hinders the small
and medium-sized airlines’ carbon reduction behavior. From a
carbon trading policy perspective, carbon allowances are not
devised in a reasonable manner due to a lack of experience.
This led to the major airlines making maximum profits
without having to reduce emissions. In the discovery scenario
and rapid development scenario, the government adjusts the
relevant parameters in the mixed emission reduction policy to
make the small and medium-sized airlines and major airlines
adopt the AO strategy. Eventually, in the steady development
scenario, the small and medium-sized airlines and major airlines
adopt the AO strategy simultaneously under the premise that the
government adopts the AR strategy.

This study uses an evolutionary game approach to solve the
stakeholder decision making problem in carbon reduction.
Evolutionary games assume that the participating agents are
finitely rational. With the help of replicated dynamic

equations, players constantly modify and improve their
behavior during the evolutionary process and eventually make
decisions. It has high efficiency in the study of policy decision
making. Advanced optimization algorithms have been widely
used to solve berth scheduling problem problems (Kavoosi
et al., 2019a; Kavoosi et al., 2019b; Dulebenets, 2021), vehicle
routing problems (Pasha et al., 2022; Rabbani et al., 2022) and
other research. It greatly outperforms some well-known
metaheuristic algorithms. Recently, some scholars have used
optimization algorithms based on evolutionary game theory to
solve the conflict and decision making problems among
stakeholders (Wang et al., 2022). The advantage of advanced
optimization algorithms over traditional evolutionary game
models is that solutions can be designed for a real-world
problem, leading to better results. For example, Xu et al.
Designed a game-based fuzzy logic control genetic algorithm
to study the carbon emission reduction problem under the carbon
tax mechanism (Xu et al., 2018). In the future, advanced
optimization algorithms can be designed for the carbon
emission reduction problem of civil aviation under a hybrid
mechanism.Implications

The policy and management recommendations are presented to
facilitate the effective implementation of carbon reduction in civil
aviation based on the findings of the study.

(1) Rationalize the carbon tax and carbon trading and construct a
coordinated hybrid mechanism. Due to institutional design and
other reasons, the application of the two carbon reduction
mechanisms may bring about overlap in the scope of
regulation and coordination problems in terms of the cost or
burden of emission reduction. Accordingly, it is necessary to
coordinate through reasonable policy design to avoid policy
contradictions and conflicts and to synergize the regulatory role
of hybrid mechanisms in carbon emission reduction.

(2) Coordinate different regulatory tools in terms of airline cost
burden. Due to the uncertainty of the market price of carbon,
there may be a large gap between this and the relatively
transparent level of the carbon tax, which may lead to an
inequitable burden between airlines subject to different
mechanisms. To build a relatively fair environment for
carbon abatement cost mechanisms, it is necessary to start
with the design of the carbon trading and carbon tax
mechanisms to achieve general consistency in terms of
regulatory strength.

(3) In addition, the government must subsidize airlines that adopt
the AO strategy when implementing the hybrid mechanism. In
the study, it was found that part of the reason for airlines not to
adopt the AO strategy could be the high price of SAF. Therefore,
airlines that use SAF fuel should be subsidized to varying
degrees depending on the amount of fuel used.

7 Conclusion

An evolutionary game model involving the government, major
airlines, and small and medium-sized airlines is established in this
study to address the carbon emission abatement problem in civil
aviation. As a result, the following conclusions can be drawn.
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(1) Although there are eight equilibrium points, only 4 have the
potential to become the ESS. Depending on the conditions
corresponding to the equilibrium point, four different
scenarios can be classified. Each scenario represents a
different stage of the government’s implementation policy:
the incubation scenario shows the immature stage of the
government in implementing the hybrid mechanism; the
discovery and rapid development scenarios can be regarded
as the groping stage of the government in implementing the
hybrid mechanism; and the steady development scenario shows
that the stable state of (1, 1, 1) can be achieved with the gradual
and substantial improvement of relevant laws and provisions. If
the carbon trading, which binds the major airlines, and the
carbon tax, which binds the small and medium-sized airlines,
are developed and mature and the carbon emissions of airlines
are reasonably regulated, then the hybrid mechanism is efficient
and feasible and the ideal way to address the carbon emission
abatement problem in civil aviation in the long run.

(2) Several factors significantly influence the evolutionary
trends of dynamic systems involving the three players.
Carbon allowances and carbon trading prices have the
most significant impact on the major airlines’ strategic
choices. The government sets an appropriate carbon
allowance and carbon trading prices to constrain the
major airline’s carbon emission activities and further
guide its behavioral strategies. The major airlines do not
need to implement an AO strategy when the value of carbon
allowances is too high; when it is too low, it will lead to
increased pressure on the major airlines to reduce emissions.
Similarly, the major airlines’ strategy choice is more
sensitive to fluctuations in carbon trading prices.

(3) The small and medium-sized airlines’ strategic choice is
significantly influenced by the carbon tax and threshold.
The government sets an appropriate regular carbon tax and
thresholds to constrain small and medium-sized airlines’
carbon emission activities and guide its behavioral
strategies. Otherwise, insufficient or excessively high
levels of the regular carbon tax and thresholds set by the
government will be detrimental to the small and medium-
sized airlines’ choice of the AO strategy. In addition, public
opinion plays a role in promoting the adoption of the AO
strategy by airlines.

Compared to a single mechanism, a hybrid mechanism can
ensure the achievement of civil aviation emission reduction.

There are some limitations of this paper: 1) This study
focused on mixed SAF fuel as the primary means for airlines
to implement emission reduction strategies. Future research
could combine methods such as optimizing fleet structure and
aircraft green technology application, thus enhancing the
emission reduction effect. 2) By considering more carbon
emission management policies, such as SAF subsidies,
government incentives and penalties, this study would have

greater applicability. 3) To increase the feasibility of the
model, the potential effect of uncertainty in some parameters
is ignored. By considering more practical factors, more realistic
conclusions can be drawn.
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